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mission to absolute authority. The Macedonian dynasty had
curbed not only the Church but also the aristocracy. Its
decadence gave an opportunity for the disruptive forces
represented by the lords of the big estates. The only
centralizing principle which could counteract this anarchy
was the Roman bureaucracy, that skilled machine of
administration which had worked without intermission for
over a millennium. So the * civil party' came into existence,
with a ministry of scholarly officials. Necessarily anti-
militarist (for the great landowners of Asia Minor, with the
levies of their tenants, formed the military caste), it aimed at
decreasing the influence of the army. Expenses were cut
down, regardless of defensive needs. The frontiers were
denuded of troops, and their commanders could hope for
no advancement at Court. The fatal consequences of this
policy were soon apparent.
The era of Byzantine reconquest had ended in 1043, when
Maniakes, the brilliant general who had triumphed on the
Euphrates and even for a brief moment held Sicily, was
goaded into rebellion and perished in Macedonia, a victim of
the suspicion of unwarlike rulers. Further attempts by the
military party were defeated, and when Isaac Comnenus,
their representative, after holding the supreme power for
two years (1057-9), felt obliged to abdicate, the civil ser-
vants resumed their sway. Everywhere the boundaries of
the Empire receded. In Italy the Normans overwhelmed
the Byzantine garrisons, and with the fall of Bari in 1071 the
last remnant of Roman sovereignty in the West disappeared.
Croatia regained her independence; Dalmatia and Serbia re-
volted; Bulgaria was seething with rebellion, and Hungarians
and Patzinaks devastated the Danube territories.
Far more serious was the position in Asia Minor. The
situation which had made possible the great Byzantine
triumphs of the tenth century was now reversed. A new
ruler at Bagdad—Tughril Beg, the Seljuk sultan (io$$-
6 3)—had inherited the Abbasid Empire, and imparted a
fresh cohesion and driving force to the armies of Islam.
Armenia, recently annexed by East Rome, was no longer a
buffer-state, alert to preserve its independence. Weakly
garrisoned by discontented forces, it succumbed to the

